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The burn-in phase of MCMC 
The variational perspective: write the integration 
problem as the solution to an optimization problem 
Saddlepoint and Laplace expansions 
Divergence functionals 
Etc 
All of this especially in high dimensions

Links between Integration and 
Optimization
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In 1983, Nesterov found a way to accelerate gradient descent 
and thereby achieve the oracle lower bound for gradient methods 
Subsequently, accelerated versions of many other optimization 
procedures have been developed 
It is not clear to what extent these methods are instances of a 
single underlying concept; the acceleration idea remains a 
conceptual mystery 
We derive acceleration methods from a variational point of view, 
showing that all existing acceleration methods are obtained from 
a single underlying object that we refer to as a “Bregman 
Lagrangian”

Executive Summary



Very much alive after 300 years 
Favorable properties in high dimensions 
Favorable behavior for composite objective functions 
The basic algorithm behind recent success stories in AI 
and elsewhere 
Many (practical) variations:  stochastic, asynchronous, 
distributed, composite, etc

Gradient Descent



Gradient Descent

rate when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz

simple interpretation: greedy descent method
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Three views of gradient descent

Mirror Descent

Gradient Descent

gradient descent as the
Euclidean case of mirror descent

generalization to non-Euclidean 
geometry using Bregman divergence

[NemirovskiYudin’83]



Bregman divergence for non-Euclidean geometry

Suppose we have a convex, differentiable distance-generating 
function

Measure distance via Bregman divergence (error in linear approximation)

Dh(y,x) ≥ 0, = 0 when x = y, but not symmetric, so not a 
metric

x y

h(x)

h(y)

Dh(y, x)

Bregman divergence approximates inner product with Hessian metric



Descent method in the dual (gradient) 
space

Mirror Descent[NY83]

Example: Euclidean

Gradient Descent

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitzwhen 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz and 
h is 1-strongly convex

Example: Entropy

“Meta algorithm” [AroraHazanKale’12]
fictitious play, game theory, online 
learning, population dynamics, …

Multiplicative Weight

Regularize by Bregman divergence



Three views of gradient descent

Mirror Descent

Gradient Descent

Bregman divergence

Euclidean (quadratic)



Three views of gradient descent

Mirror Descent Cubic-regularized 
Newton’s method

Gradient Descent

gradient descent as
first-order (gradient) algorithm

generalization to higher-order 
(Hessian, …) algorithm

[NesterovPolyak’06]



Gradient Descent

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz

Gradient algorithm [NesterovPolyak’06]

where vk minimizes the quadratic-
regularized 1st-order approximation

global polynomial rate when Hessian is Lipschitz
(and exponential rate when uniformly convex of order 
3)

Cubic-regularized 
Newton’s method

where vk minimizes the cubic-regularized 
2nd-order approximation

when 𝝯2f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz



Three views of gradient descent

Mirror Descent

Gradient Descent

Cubic-Newton

gradient algorithm

Hessian algorithm



Three views of gradient descent

Mirror Descent Cubic-Newton

Gradient Descent

Gradient Flow

gradient descent as a
discretization of gradient flow

steepest descent flow in 
continuous time



gradient flow ⟺ gradient 
descent

t=δk
δ=ε

forward-Euler

time step δ
step size ε

continuous-
time limit

(ε→0)

discretizatio
n

(δ>0)



Gradient 
Descent

Gradient Flow

Both are greedy methods

Steepest descent step

Steepest descent flow



Gradient 
Descent

Gradient Flow

Both are greedy methods, with matching rates

t=δk, δ=ε
⇒ t=εk

When 𝝯f is (1/ε)-Lipschitz:

Whenever f is convex:
Assumption 

vanishes as ε→0

(also exponential convergence when f is strongly convex)

Proof: 

Proof: 



Three views of gradient descent

Mirror Descent Cubic-Newton

Gradient Descent

Gradient Flow

Continuous time

Discrete time



Can we do better?

Gradient Descent Simple greedy descent method.
Can we design a better algorithm?

?



Can we do better?

Gradient Descent Simple greedy descent method.
Can we design a better algorithm?

?

There are lower bounds for minimizing smooth functions 
using first-order (gradient) methods [NY83,N04].



Complexity theory for first-order methods

Assumption: Algorithm 
generates

Theorem: For k≤n/2, there is (1/ε)-smooth function f such 
that any first-order method suffers error

Worst case function is a shifted quadratic function 
(Laplacian of the path graph) in high dimension

[N04]



So gradient descent is suboptimal

Gradient Descent

?

?

Fastest possible rate
(for first-order methods)

?



Nesterov to the rescue

Gradient Descent

!

Accelerated GD

[Nesterov83]
“Accelerate!”



Gradient Descent Accelerated GD

[Nesterov83]

accelerate!

optimal rate

descent 
method

oscillatory,
but faster



Gradient Descent

The phenomenon of acceleration

Accelerated GD

We can accelerate many algorithms:

and many others: proximal (FISTA), stochastic, hyperbolic, 
…

Mirror Descent Accelerated MD
[Nesterov05]

Cubic-Newton

[Nesterov83]

[NesterovPolyak06]

Accelerated CN
[Nesterov08]
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Gradient Descent

The phenomenon of acceleration

Accelerated GD

Mirror Descent Accelerated MD
[Nesterov05]

[Nesterov83]

“Derived from some global topological properties. 
 Relaxation is a too microscopic property to be useful.” [N04,p.71]



Gradient Descent

The phenomenon of acceleration

Accelerated GD

Mirror Descent Accelerated MD
[Nesterov05]

Cubic-Newton

[Nesterov83]

[NesterovPolyak06]

Accelerated CN
[Nesterov08]
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Gradient Descent

The phenomenon of acceleration

Accelerated GD

Mirror Descent Accelerated MD
[Nesterov05]

Cubic-Newton

[Nesterov83]

[NesterovPolyak06]

Accelerated CN
[Nesterov08]

Pa#ern: Wrap a base algorithm in a convex combina7on with weighted mirror descent



Gradient Descent

The mystery of acceleration

Accelerated GD

Mirror Descent Accelerated MD
[Nesterov05]

Cubic-Newton

[Nesterov83]

[NesterovPolyak06]

Accelerated CN
[Nesterov08]

but why?



Many views on acceleration
• Known as “momentum methods” (in Euclidean case)

• Original derivation: Estimate sequence technique (Nesterov 
’04,’05,’08)

• Interpretation as Chebyshev polynomial (Hardt ’13)

• Linear coupling between gradient and mirror descent (Zhu, Orecchia 
’14)

• Optimized first-order method (Drori, Teboulle ’14; Kim, Fessler ’15)

• Universal catalyst (Lin, Mairal, Harchaoui ’15)

• …

Question:  
What is the mechanism that 

generates acceleration?

But all are only for 
first-order methods, doesn’t 

capture

Accelerated CN [N08]



Question 1:
What is the underlying mechanism that generates 

acceleration?



Rates in continuous time
If we have dynamics that minimizes f at some rate, can speed it up to get any fast 
rate.

We ultimately care about discrete-time optimization, so dynamics needs to be 
implementable as an algorithm with matching convergence rate.

I.e., it’s all about the discretization…

So there is no “fastest” dynamics. Once we have a rate, we have them all.
Example: For any 𝛕(t), the speed-up of gradient flow is 



AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

CubNewt

GradDesc

GradFlow

MirrDesc

?

Completing the square



Gradient Descent Accelerated GD

?

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz

gradient method accelerated method

Gradient Flow

matching  
rate

continuous 
time

discrete 
time



Accelerated GD

“Accelerated” GF

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz

(Su, Boyd, Candes ’14)

matching  
rate



Accelerated GD

“Accelerated” GF

(Su, Boyd, Candes ’14)

matching  
rate

Su, Boyd and Candès
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(a) Lasso with fat design.
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(b) Lasso with square design.
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(c) NLS with fat design.
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(d) NLS with square design.
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(e) Logistic regression.
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(f) ℓ1-regularized logistic regression.

Figure 5: Comparisons of generalized Nesterov’s schemes with different r.

Lasso with fat design. Minimize f(x) = 1
2∥Ax − b∥2 + λ∥x∥1, in which A a 100 × 500

random matrix with i.i.d. standard Gaussian N (0, 1) entries, b generated independently has
i.i.d. N (0, 25) entries, and the penalty λ = 4. The plot is Figure 5a.

Lasso with square design. Minimize f(x) = 1
2∥Ax − b∥2 + λ∥x∥1, where A a 500 ×

500 random matrix with i.i.d. standard Gaussian entries, b generated independently has
i.i.d. N (0, 9) entries, and the penalty λ = 4. The plot is Figure 5b.

Nonnegative least squares (NLS) with fat design. Minimize f(x) = ∥Ax − b∥2
subject to x ≽ 0, with the same design A and b as in Figure 5a. The plot is Figure 5c.
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(a) Trajectories.
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(b) Zoomed trajectories.
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(c) Errors f − f⋆.

Figure 1: Minimizing f = 2 × 10−2x21 + 5 × 10−3x22, starting from x0 = (1, 1). The black
and solid curves correspond to the solution to the ODE. In (c), for the x-axis we use the
identification between time and iterations, t = k

√
s.

can be translated into a generalized Nesterov’s scheme that is the same as the original
(1) except for (k − 1)/(k + 2) being replaced by (k − 1)/(k + r − 1). Surprisingly, for
both generalized ODEs and schemes, the inverse quadratic convergence is guaranteed if and
only if r ≥ 3. This phase transition suggests there might be deep causes for acceleration
among first-order methods. In particular, for r ≥ 3, the worst case constant in this inverse
quadratic convergence rate is minimized at r = 3.

Figure 2 illustrates the growth of t2(f(X(t)) − f⋆) and sk2(f(xk) − f⋆), respectively,
for the generalized ODE and scheme with r = 1, where the objective function is simply
f(x) = 1

2x
2. Inverse quadratic convergence fails to be observed in both Figures 2a and 2b,

where the scaled errors grow with t or iterations, for both the generalized ODE and scheme.
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(a) Scaled errors t2(f(X(t))− f⋆).
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(b) Scaled errors sk2(f(xk)− f⋆).

Figure 2: Minimizing f = 1
2x

2 by the generalized ODE and scheme with r = 1, starting
from x0 = 1. In (b), the step size s = 10−4.

1.3 Outline and Notation

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the ODE is rigorously derived
from Nesterov’s scheme, and a generalization to composite optimization, where f may be
non-smooth, is also obtained. Connections between the ODE and the scheme, in terms
of trajectory behaviors and convergence rates, are summarized in Section 3. In Section

4

oscillatory

Figures from 
[SBC14]



Gradient Flow

Gradient Descent Accelerated GD

“Accelerated” GF

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz

(Su, Boyd, Candes ’14)

matching  
rate

matching  
rate

descent 
flow

descent 
method

oscillatory



“Accelerated” GF

(Su, Boyd, Candes ’14)

?

second-order ODE, looks like 
damped harmonic oscillator…



“Accelerated” GF

(Su, Boyd, Candes ’14)

Our starting observation: This 
comes from a damped 

Lagrangian:

i.e., satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation:

(Wibisono, Wilson, Jordan ’16)

!



Lagrangian view of classical mechanics

Equivalent reformulation from a global view:

Newton’s law as ODE (local view):

“True path of particle in spacetime is one 
with minimum action.”

Principle of least action
Find path between endpoints (t0,x0), 
(t1,x1) that minimizes the action:

Lagrangian = Kinetic energy - Potential 
energy

Euler-Lagrange equation (stationary 
condition)



Harmonic oscillator

Hamiltonian 
(conserved)

Lagrangian

Damped harmonic oscillator
friction = velocity-
dependent force

x

ẋ

-15-

damped Lagrangian

energy is dissipated
(motion stops/converges)



Damped Lagrangian

Euler-Lagrange equation                                                generates equation of motion:

Consider the (time-dependent) damped Lagrangian

damping/friction
⇒ dissipative



Damped Lagrangian

Euler-Lagrange equation                                                generates equation of motion:

Consider (time-dependent) damped Lagrangian

Looks like damped harmonic oscillator,
but no convergence rate for general f

Example: Linear damping

Recovers ODE for accelerated GD,
O(1/t2) convergence rate for general f

Example: Logarithmic damping



Gradient Flow

Gradient Descent Accelerated GD

Accelerated GF

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz

steepest 
descent flow

comes from 
Lagrangian

[SBC14]

[WWJ16]



AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

CubNewt

GradDesc

GradFlow

MirrDesc

AccGradFlow

The basic view of acceleration
steepest 

descent flow
damped 

Lagrangian

^̂



AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

CubNewt

GradDesc

GradFlow

MirrDesc

AccGradFlow

Completing the picture

?



What is continuous-time limit of mirror 
descent?

Mirror Descent

x y

h(x)

h(y)

Dh(y, x)

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz, h strongly 
convex

Natural Gradient Flow

[NY83]

steepest descent flow in Hessian metric

Hessian metric
Mirror Flow

[NY83,RaskuttiMukherjee14,…]
d

dt
rh(Xt) = -rf(Xt)



Mirror flow ⟺ natural gradient flow ⟺ mirror 
descent

Mirror Descent

x y

h(x)

h(y)

Dh(y, x)

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz, h strongly 
convex

Natural Gradient Flow

Mirror Flow

matching  
rate

whenever f,h are 
convex

proof via Lyapunov 
function:

steepest descent flow in Hessian metric

d

dt
rh(Xt) = -rf(Xt)



AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

CubNewt

GradDesc

GradFlow

MirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow
Hessian metric

Euclidean

Non-Euclidean generalization using Hessian metric



AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

CubNewt

GradDesc

MirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow

Hessian

Euclidean
Euclidean

?
Hessian?

GradFlow

Can we do the same thing for the Lagrangian?



Hessian Lagrangian?
Natural guess: Use Lagrangian with Hessian metric

But Euler-Lagrange equation                     involves third-order 
tensor…

This isn’t a covariant Lagrangian



AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

CubNewt

GradDesc

MirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow ?

GradFlow

Hessian Lagrangian? no!



AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

CubNewt

GradDesc

MirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow ?

GradFlow

Go back via discrete-time algorithm



Mirror Flow

Mirror Descent Accelerated MD

?

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz,
h strongly convex

(Nesterov ’05)

matching  
rate



Accelerated MD

Accelerated MF

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz,
h strongly convex

(Nesterov ’05)
matching  

rate



Mirror Flow

Mirror Descent Accelerated MD

Accelerated MF

when 𝝯f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz,
h strongly convex

steepest descent flow 
in Hessian metric

comes from 
Bregman Lagrangian

(Nesterov ’05)

matching  
rate

matching  
rate



The Bregman Lagrangian

This Lagrangian turns out to be covariant 
To explain what that means and why it’s important, we 
continue with the story



^̂

AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

CubNewt

GradDesc

MirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

Making progress



CubNewt AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

Reorganize view

MirrDesc
GradDesc



AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

On to cubic Newton methods

CubNewt

MirrDesc
GradDesc

?



What is continuous-time limit of cubic-
Newton?

Cubic-Newton
[NP06]



Cubic flow ⟺ cubic-Newton

Cubic-Newton
[NP06]

ε→0

“Cubic Flow”

when 𝝯2f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz

whenever f is convex

matching rate with-1 0 1
0

1

2

3

4
1
2kvk

2

1
3kvk

3



AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

Gradient and Hessian methods

CubNewt

MirrDesc
GradDesc

CubFlow



AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

On to higher-order methods?

CubNewt

MirrDesc
GradDesc

CubFlow

?

?



GradDesc

CubNewt AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

In continuous time: Rescaled gradient flow

MirrDesc

CubFlow

RescGradFlow

[WWJ16] p-th power regularization

Cubic regularization

Quadratic regularization

p = 2
p = 3
p = 8

v



p = 2
p = 3
p = 8

v

Cubic FlowGradient Flow

p=2 p=3

Rescaled Gradient Flow

[WWJ16] p>1

p=∞ is normalized gradient flow, 
converges in finite time [Cortes06]



GradDesc

CubNewt AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

How to discretize (with matching rate)?

MirrDesc

CubFlow

RescGradFlow

?



Rescaled gradient flow ⟺ Higher-order gradient descent

Rescaled Gradient Flow

Higher Gradient Descent

Want approximation error to be less than regularizer  
Natural choice: use (p-1)th-order Taylor approximation

Taylor 
approximation

p=2: Gradient descent
p=3: Cubic-regularized Newton’s method 
[NP06]

[WWJ16]



Rescaled gradient flow ⟺ Higher-order gradient descent

Rescaled Gradient Flow

Higher Gradient Descent

Convergence rate
(whenever f 

convex)

[WWJ16]

Theorem:
If                       , then Higher Gradient Descent is a descent method with convergence rate:

Generalizes results for p=2 (GD), p=3 (CN)



Rescaled gradient flow ⟺ Higher-order gradient descent

Rescaled Gradient Flow

Higher Gradient Descent

Convergence rate
(whenever f 

convex)

[WWJ16]

Energy functional
(increasing 

linearly)

Theorem:

Energy functional
(increasing 

linearly)

Generalizes results for p=2 (GD), p=3 (CN)

If                       , then Higher Gradient Descent is a descent method with convergence rate:



HighGradDesc

RescGradFlow

matching  
rate



GradDesc

CubNewt AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow

MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

Matching structure for gradient methods/flows

MirrDesc

CubFlow

RescGradFlow

HighGradDesc

^̂

Everything is simple greedy descent



GradDesc

CubNewt AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow
MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

Completing the picture

MirrDesc

CubFlow

RescGradFlow

HighGradDesc

?



GradDesc

CubNewt AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow
MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

Completing the picture

MirrDesc

CubFlow

RescGradFlow

HighGradDesc

?



Acc Cubic Newton

?

when 𝝯2f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz

[N08]

Cubic Newton
[NP06]

Cubic Flow

matching  
rate



Acc Cubic Newton

Acc Cubic Flow

when 𝝯2f is (1/𝝴)-Lipschitz

[N08]

matching  
rate

Cubic Newton
[NP06]

Cubic Flow

matching  
rate

[WWJ16]



GradDesc

CubNewt AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow
MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

Matching structure for Hessian algorithms

MirrDesc

CubFlow

RescGradFlow

HighGradDesc

AccCubFlow



GradDesc

CubNewt AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow
MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

What is relation between p=2 and p=3?

MirrDesc

CubFlow

RescGradFlow

HighGradDesc

AccCubFlow



GradDesc

CubNewt AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow
MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

What is relation between p=2 and p=3?

MirrDesc

CubFlow

RescGradFlow

HighGradDesc

AccCubFlow



GradDesc

CubNewt AccCubNewt

AccGradDesc

AccMirrDesc

AccGradFlow
MirrFlow AccMirrFlow

GradFlow

p=3 is sped-up version of p=2

MirrDesc

CubFlow

RescGradFlow

HighGradDesc

AccCubFlow



Accelerated mirror flow

We can speed up the Lagrangian
Speeding up time doesn’t work for gradient flow, but it works for Lagrangian flow! 
    (Sped-up curve can be implemented as an algorithm.)
Because Lagrangian formulation is “covariant” under reparameterization.

Accelerated cubic flow



p>0

c>0 O
�
e-ct

�

…

…

what if we speed 
up to an arbitrary 

rate

Can speed up to get arbitrary rates

AMF



Everything comes from the Bregman 
Lagrangian

AMF

BregLag (closed under speeding up 
time)

c>0 O
�
e-ct

�

p>0



Bregman Lagrangian

Parameterized by three functions of time:
✴ αt: weight for velocity (e-α is “step size”)
✴ βt: weight for potential function; also convergence rate
✴ γt: weight for overall damping function

damping “kinetic energy” 
via Bregman divergence

weighted objective 
function as potential 

energy

[WWJ16]



Bregman Lagrangian

α, β, γ are in general arbitrary, but there are ideal scaling relations that 
are needed to guarantee a convergence rate.

[WWJ16]

Ideal 
scaling (preserved/generated by time dilation)

Examples:



Bregman Lagrangian[WWJ16]

Ideal 
scaling

Euler-Lagrange equation                    is:



Bregman Lagrangian[WWJ16]

Ideal 
scaling

Proof via Lyapunov function:

Theorem (convergence rate):
Under ideal scaling, solution Xt to EL has convergence rate



Bregman Lagrangian[WWJ16]

Ideal 
scaling

Proof via Lyapunov function:

Theorem (convergence rate):
Under ideal scaling, solution Xt to EL has convergence rate

Given α, get optimal rate by setting

Examples:
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BregLag Ideal 
scaling

Bregman Lagrangian generates everything

ExpFlow

PolyFlow
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How to discretize PolyFlow?



How to discretize PolyFlow?

For any p>0, we have ODE with guaranteed convergence rate

Can we discretize (“implement”) it as a discrete-time algorithm with a matching rate?



write 2nd-order ODE
as system of 1st-order 

ODEs

How to discretize PolyFlow?

For any p>0, we have ODE with guaranteed convergence rate

Can we discretize (“implement”) it as a discrete-time algorithm with a matching rate?



write 2nd-order ODE
as system of 1st-order 

ODEs

How to discretize PolyFlow?

For any p>0, we have ODE with convergence rate

Can we discretize (“implement”) it as a discrete-time algorithm with a matching rate?



Naive discretization



Naive discretization doesn’t work

Doesn’t work:
Cannot prove 
convergence
Empirically unstable



Naive discretization doesn’t work

Doesn’t work:
Cannot prove 
convergence
Empirically unstable
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A rate-matching discretization?

How to fix naive discretization?



Nesterov’s insight (reinterpreted): Use a third (auxiliary) sequence!

Sufficient condition for convergence rate:

A rate-matching discretization



Theorem:
If yk satisfies the inequality, and h is uniformly convex of order p, then the algorithm has convergence rate

matching rate with continuous time

A rate-matching discretization

Nesterov’s insight (reinterpreted): Use a third (auxiliary) sequence!

Sufficient condition for convergence rate:



how?

Nesterov’s insight (reinterpreted): Use a third (auxiliary) sequence!

Theorem:
If yk satisfies the inequality, and h is uniformly convex of order p, then the algorithm has convergence rate

A rate-matching discretization

Sufficient condition for convergence rate:

Proof uses a generalization of Nesterov’s estimate function technique
No assumption on f (beyond ability to generate {yk} satisfying the inequality)
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AccHGD need:

!
magic upon magic, 

we can use:
Accelerate!



HighGradDesc

Can use this to complete the discretization process!

Lemma: If

and                   , then



HighGradDesc The complete algorithm

Can use this to complete the discretization process!

Lemma: If

and                   , then

“accelerated higher gradient descent”



Discrete-time perspective of acceleration: 
Given a base algorithm (higher gradient 
method), accelerate it by coupling with 
convex combination and weighted mirror 
descent step

base alg

coupling to

accelerate

HighGradDesc AccHighGrad
accelerated!

(also studied by Baes’09)
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AccHighGrad ^̂

Parallel structure for smooth functions



Recap:
Gradient & Lagrangian

Part 1: Gradient descent
Part 2: Acceleration
Part 3: The complete view



Gradient Descent



Mirror Descent Cubic-Newton

Gradient Descent

Gradient Flow
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Gradient flows Lagrangian flows



Convex optimization
Goal: Design dynamics/algorithms for

Gradient flows Lagrangian 
flows

First-order dynamics
Steepest descent flows
Locally optimal in space 
(greedy)

Second-order dynamics
Oscillatory but dissipative
Locally optimal in spacetime (least 
action)



Convex optimization

Gradient flows Lagrangian 
flows

First-order dynamics
Steepest descent flows
Locally optimal in space 
(greedy)

Second-order dynamics
Oscillatory but dissipative
Locally optimal in spacetime (least 
action)

Implemented (with 
matching rate) by:

Goal: Design dynamics/algorithms for

Higher gradient descent Accelerated higher 
gradient descent



Convex optimization

Gradient flows Lagrangian 
flows

First-order dynamics
Steepest descent flows
Locally optimal in space 
(greedy)

Second-order dynamics
Oscillatory but dissipative
Locally optimal in spacetime (least 
action)

Higher gradient descent Accelerated higher 
gradient descent

Goal: Design dynamics/algorithms for

Acceleration 
phenomena

Relaxation sequence 
(descent methods)

Nesterov’s estimate sequence 
(optimal methods)



Rescaled gradient flow Bregman Lagrangian flow

Clear interpretation as greedy descent flows
Related via changing how we measure space
Uses gradient (metric) structure
“Energy” of trajectory is bounded:

Least action curve in spacetime, “look-ahead”
Related via speeding up time
Uses Hamiltonian (symplectic) structure 
But why the form of damping and ideal 
scaling?

Two natural classes of dynamics for optimization

Conjecture: This is the optimal time-
independent dynamics with bounded 
energy

Conjecture: This is the optimal 
dynamics for playing against your past/
future history



Gradient methods Accelerated 
methods

The mystery is now one level higher

Gradient flows Bregman 
Lagrangian 

but why?

but why?



Gradient methods Accelerated 
methods

The mystery is now one level higher

Gradient flows Bregman Lagrangian 

but why?

Interesting direction for further research!

Bregman Hamiltonian 


